Welcome to Philosophy 001 on line with Emily Sedgwick!
The class site will be available to students on February 6th, Saturday. Please log on per your instructions from the Distance Education Department any time after that.

If you have procedural questions about logging on to the site, here is the link to the Los Angeles Valley College Distance Education “Virtual Valley” web site: http://www.lavc.edu/virtualvalley/index.html There is a wealth of valuable information there, including login instructions.

This class is completely on line! We do not have any on-campus meetings. Please complete the very first assignment right away. Look for the one that says "complete this assignment right away or you might be dropped." This is an administrative requirement that helps me know who has actually logged on to the class. Submitting this assignment takes you out of the "no show" category and lets me know you are attending.

Please do not email me regarding this class outside of this class site. There is an internal email forum in the Etudes site. I need to make sure all class questions are in one spot. The only reason to email me anywhere else is because you cannot log on to Etudes. Even in these cases, it is either a misunderstanding about how to log on or else an issue with the registrar about fees or something similar.

Syllabus and Modules
You will find a menu to the left of your Etudes window once you log on. You will see a link to the syllabus there. Please read it carefully. For those who have not used Etudes before, there are modules to help you get started. The link is also on the left-hand menu. In addition to the Etudes-specific modules, you will find modules for each section of the class in the "Modules" section.

I look forward to meeting you on line and to having a fun learning logic!

Best,

Emily Sedgwick